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Previously on Reflections : Arcadia

the crew delivered their cache of weapons to Earth and then lifted off again, they then launched and destroyed a crybaby and spare parts to try and fake their own deaths

They are now trying to get to Sherwood forest undetected.


-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=- RESUME Reflections: Arcadia – Part IX"-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-

Capt Jonny Rome:
::holds the armrests tightly:: FCO: Steady............steady.....
 
CTO Boomer:
::Monitoring her instruments at her station, ready to respond if needed::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::flying low and fast, skimming over the surface of the ocean:: CO: YAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: PJ ! Anyone targeting us?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Holding for dear life...::CO: One sec.. ::She checks.:: CO: Not that I can tell...
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Hopes the scanner is working...::
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: There had to be an ... easier way Captain this is just insane ::gritting his teeth and cursing::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV:Insane is what he does best might as well accept it..
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: Actually my middle name......now stuff it.
 
ACTION: A small lone defense fighter shows up and attempts to scan Arcadia.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:We got a hangers on..
 
CTO Boomer:
::Cracks her knuckles and neck. This isn't the worst insertion she has ever been on::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:You see the fighter..
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:defense fighter attempting to scan...
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: I see it. What would you like me to do about it?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:Nothing if we don't have too, I'd like for it to go away if not....::She shrugs::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::And continues to work on the sensors.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Activate impulse only at the last possible moment to set us down at the correct coordinates..
 
CTO Boomer:
::Keeps monitoring her instruments and brings weapons and shields to hot standby::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: in engineering ::
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: Indeed your parents blessed with some amazing foresight then
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: That'll increase our chance of being detected... What do you think this is, amateur hour? I can do it with the thrusters.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Damn you're better than I pay you for.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: I may be stating the obvious, but if that fighters watches us land it won't be a secret, will it?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: I'd destroy it.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: What fighter? ::stands up and walks over to her station:: Has it seen us?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Wait he gets paid?! ::gives a grin as she continues to work the station.::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Sighs and rolls her eyes::
 
INFO: Sensors indicate the fighter is hailing the Alliance
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Glances at the CTO and shares a rolling of the eyes look.::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: It's seen us, scanned us, and is hailing the Alliance Boss. We been made.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Captain, do something, now! That fighter is hailing the Alliance station!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Destroy it
 
CTO Boomer:
::Brings weapons to full, shields to full, locks on target, and fires full power::
 
INFO: the hail is not going through due to interference, but the fighter is still trying.
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: Maybe I can try and talk to the fighter pilot before we blow it up?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: It looks like they're having trouble getting their hail to go through...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: No.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Good...must be the interference from the antimatter explosion..
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV: Too late...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Means the orbital scanners won't pick us up either..
 
ACTION: The fighter is destroyed
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: They'll have an easier time than ground RADAR though. That's why I'm so low.
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: But sir destruction of the fighter would surely be investigated ...
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO:ETA to crash...er..landing?
 
CIV Bodine:
::frowns::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Splash one. Powering systems back down. ::takes weapons and shields back offline to reduce signature of the ship::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: I know...but it's a chance we have to take, we don't have time for diplomacy anymore!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Hurry and get us down on the ground!
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Fast as I can, Boss.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Boomer, I want you to effectively bury this ship minus the top hatch when we land..
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Don't care how you do it
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: runs around fixing stuff ::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Aye Sir... then let me make the hole first, eh?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Tinkerbell! Reinforce the structural integrity.....and all beams that might be supporting that system!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Your discretion Boomer.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::pats her on the back::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::mutters..."oh boy..."::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* What the hell do you think I'm doing!!!!!
 
CTO Boomer:
FCO: Choose your landing site laddie, I'm about to make a hole fer ye to park in.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Drinking that rum you have in your desk?
 
CTO Boomer:
::Arms the torpedo launcher::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: continues to attempt to reinforce structural integrity and such ::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: I'm going... right... here. ::sends coordinates to the CTO:: ETA one minute. I'll slow and hover over it for a moment. How good are you with a pulse phaser cannon?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::works from her station for energy transfers and monitoring the sensors.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: Arm your men, I want them to secure the perimeter as soon as we land.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Fires a full spread with a converged pattern to make a hole just larger than the ship and deep enough to land in::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* I wish. :; chuckles ::
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: We should off load my marines first so they can set up a defensive perimeter around the ship before we move out.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: I'd say that's good enough. Hahaaaaa! ::takes the ship in, hovers momentarily, then eases back on the z-thrusters, lowering the ship slowly into the hole.::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV: good plan, we'll need to move fast.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV: Are your men ready to go?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I feel like I need a good dirty joke for this maneuver.
 
ACTION: Dirt, rocks, and debris fly into the air leaving a large cloud of smoke hiding a chasm large enough to land in
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO: Make that joke and I'll shot you myself...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: We're all thinking it kid! We're all thinking it! Haha!
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: Aye Sir
 
CTO Boomer:
CIV: I'd like to give some charges to yer men, we'd best spread out the load so we don't loose them all at once if something happens.
 
ACTION: The ship lands, while debris continues to fall down on top of it.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: Can you use the dorsal tractor beam to pull dirt into the hole on top of us?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV/CTO: got a point I've a box of grenades we'd best pass that around as well....::
 
CIV Bodine:
*CIV Marines*: To the Docking Hatches prepare to disembark the ship and set a watch around the LZ
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::shuts down the thrusters and takes the propulsion system offline::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Hears the thuds of dirt clods hitting the top of the ship..::CO:I don't think we'll need to worry, but it will look like a big grave unless we spruce it up...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Cut all power!
 
CTO Boomer:
::Activates the tractor beam on top of the ship and uses it to try and bulldoze a thin layer of dirt over the top of the ship::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I hope it's okay, but I tried to mask our ion signature for the trip over here.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* Aye, all power is cut.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Sir Seriously they do a fly by they are going to see a really big grave site and come looking.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::takes a few deep breaths:: XO: I know that PJ
 
<Marines> ::exit the ship in an organized manner and set up defensive positions waiting now on the remaining crew::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Well lets hope they're not on the ball eh?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
XO/CTO/CO: Hey... What kind of holo-technology to we have onboard?
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: I tried to push some dirt on us with the tractor beam before the power got cut. It may help some.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Shares a 'I wish' look.::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: Lets hope so.
 
CTO Boomer:
FCO: Bad idea kid, holo-emitters make an energy signature.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: Damn it, you're right... I hadn't thought of that.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
All: As of now, we are covered in dirt! However we need to grow something on top of us, and right now...
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO: Good thought though..
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: My LT has just reported in they have our Perimeter no problems the area looks clear sir.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: I'll go get the charges and start passing them out Boss.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: No need for that yet
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV: Thanks CO: Whatever we do lets do it fast we need to move...
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: Captain I have 12 men how many do you want with us and how many should stay here?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: One step at a time, we still have to scout the area
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Aye Boss, as ye say.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: Have your men break up and scout the area, I want to know of every installation.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: goes to her desk and takes out that bottle and sips from it ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO/FCO: PJ..Nick, I want you armed and out there immediately. Clean up the area with the disruptors, and let us prepare the site for planting....that means cutting down branches and trees and breaking a sweat!
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Tries not to look at her chronometer for the umpteenth time.::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: And me Boss?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::checks his disruptor at his side:: CTO: With me Boomer
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye... ::grabs a disruptor and heads for the hatch::
 
CIV Bodine:
*Marines*: Captain Rome wants us to spread out and scout the surround, be careful and report anything of interest. Break up in pairs and do a 6 point sweep. Be careful.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Right. ::double checks her gear and weapons and follows the CO::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::walks over to the wall and activates the comm:: *CEO*: Tinker! To the top hatch, armed.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Gardening Detail..great, ::sighs::FCO:Lets Go..::Heads for the hatch with her gear.::CO:You do know I don't know plants right?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* Armed?!?! I'm and engineer not a soldier.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: .....I really don't care.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::walks off the Bridge towards the stairs leading up to the top hatch::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: smiles and heads for the hatch with her weapon and the small metal flask ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Still close enough to hear::*CEO*:Why not I'm getting sent on a gardening detail, today’s the day for new things....
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::steps outside and breathes fresh air for the first time in over a year:: Self: Ahhh....
 
CTO Boomer:
::follows the CO::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* Yeah, yeah....I know, on my way.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::emerges after the kid and shields his eyes from the sun::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*XO* You will look cute in poesies.
 
CIV Bodine:
::follows Rome for now bring up the rear behind the CTO::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::calls down the hatch:: CO: Hey Boss... couldn't we just replicate some young trees?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Looks around taking just a second to get used being on land.::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Puts on her wraparound polarized shades and looks the area over::
 
CTO Boomer:
FCO: Replicators need power too kid, and besides, we don't have time to grow them.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Waits near the FCO for the Captains response..::FCO:You heard the man lets hide the ship....
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::takes some dirt in his hand and stands up:: FCO: We don't have any power for that old replicator....why do you think you've been eating canned food for weeks?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: Uhm, yeah, that's our problem, we don't have time to grow them. So how do you propose we do this?
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO: I think the idea is to move around what’s already here...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
XO: Great.
 
CTO Boomer:
FCO: Cut off branches from the trees around, lay them over the ship. Don't take too many from any one tree, or it will be obvious that way too. We'll need to change them over time because the cut limbs will wilt.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: comes out of the hatch and looks around ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::looks over the area:: XO: PJ it's not that bad actually....we need to clear up some of the broken trees and get some branches covering the fresh dirt and we will look fine from the air...
 
CIV Bodine:
FCO: Worried to get your hands dirty kid ? I swear youth these days they want the easy way out.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CIV: No.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::blinks at the sun::FCO:Right lets go then::uses her weapon to get some cover...::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Starts dragging branches that are already down on top of the ship::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: I just had an idea that would've saved us a lot of hassle and danger...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::begins helping to drag downed branches over the ship::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Right then, always wanted to learn to landscape....
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: approaches and hears what's going on :: All: What about some of that moss growing in the underbrush? It won't be missed and it will grow on almost any surface.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CEO: Good eye...you're on that then
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CEO: Let's make this look convincing from the air up
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Boomer...a word.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CEO:Thanks for volunteering to help::grinning she swipes some sweat from her brow and continues to move branches and the like...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: We ought to have used the phasers to make a sort of cave-type hole... like one that goes into the ground on an angle? That way, we could just slide the ship in, and then we just need to cover the entrance. Too bad we didn't think of it before, eh?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::takes a deep breath of the fresh cool breeze:::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Right Boss. ::Walks aside with the CO::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Yo Jonny when we're done someone should climb a tree make sure it looks good from the air...
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
CO: Great. I hate dirt. Grease, sure, dirt.....noooooo.
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: There is a reason we have a core of engineers, this also proves why special Ops teams must be really intelligent people because they are often on their own and have to take care of the little and big details.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: You just volunteered PJ! ::said over his shoulder grinning::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: heads for the underbrush and starts digging up some of the moss ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:I really need to learn to keep my mouth shut., tinkerbell walked into it so its not like I didn't have warning...::continues to mutter to herself as she works...::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::smirks as the CTO completely ignores him:: Self: She's just jealous she didn't think of it...
 
CIV Bodine:
::helps the camouflage effort::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV:I'd expect so, after all not sure what you'd come up against...
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
Self: Dirt....gets everywhere, like sand. Creepy crawlies in dirt too.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: So....let's break this down.....Bodine's men will scout the area and give us a fairly accurate map of the nearest shield and weapon installations....your take on how to infiltrate from this location?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CEO: Something wrong?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
CO: Nope....I'm good. :: continues to mumble ::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Depends on what kind of local security and sensors they have Boss. If they only have ears and eyeballs we should be able to make a stealth approach at night, so long as we leave the non-stealthy folks behind and move in small groups. If they have sensors I'll have to pull a few tricks out of me bag.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Pulls out a ball cap helps keep the sun out of her eyes and catches the sweat.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::takes a seat on a rock and motions for her to sit down:: CTO: Don't be afraid to get technical with me or PJ....she was in the fighting a long time ago, so was I...I did some rebel work a few years back.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
Self: Stupid bugs. Get everywhere. Whoever invented the damned things was not thinking very far ahead.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Drapes boot length coat over a nearby branch...::
 
CIV Bodine:
::carrying a sizable branch full of leaves over his left shoulder:: CO: So sir what is our next objective? LRS station?
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: I'd like to do some preliminary recon first before we do anything serious. It won't do to get caught early. Also, it would be great to know about any mines or other booby traps if they have any.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: stomps on a bug :: Bug: Ha!! You're not crawling up my leg!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: I want to see what your men find out there, set up a map of the area.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Snickers at the CEO but hides it.::CEO:I don't think they're poisonous...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CEO: ::as he heaves a branch over toward the hatch:: The nice thing about big bugs is that they eat all the little bugs.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Exactly what Bodine's men are up to....if you feel better going out there with them, feel free to.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: You have any idea what targets we are looking at?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
XO: I don’t' really care. But thanks,
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Looks around things look pretty covered so she goes over to a nearby tree and looks up. She'd climbed pipes and such but never a tree...::
  
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Yeah.....a few clicks off here we have a power station, along with shield controls and weapon installations for orbital defense.....we were ordered to set down here for a reason.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
FCO: And I want them all to die. :: smiles and puts some of the moss on the ship ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CEO:No problem...::Goes back to looking at the tree, sighing she grabs on and starts to climb hoping for the best...::
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: Okay sir when they report back we will do up a map sir no problem.
 
ACTION: One of the marines doesn't pay attention to where he is going as he goes through the thick underbrush, and falls off a sudden cliff!
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Right... well, depending on the size of the generator and how the things are set up, if we knock out the generator we might wipe out the whole lot. It would also be the easiest to take out.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::She ignores the pain in her arms, dismissing it as not important as she continues to climb to a good ht.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Exactly....but we don't have any blueprints, all I had were coordinates.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Yer not thinkin' Boss, any generator will give off power readings and radiation, eh?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: goes back to digging the moss :: Self: I really really hate dirt.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::The weapons and armor make it a little harder but she refuses to leave them behind.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Oh I know that, but we still need to see what the teams report, to be able to make sure a strike at the power station will be enough to take out the surrounding installations..
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Finally reaches a good ht. and looks down at the ship.::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::thinks to self, "Wow this is high.." as she looks.::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Agreed. But the generator should be the primary target regardless. Unless the weapons and sensors have backup generators they won't work without power.
 
<Marine 5> *CIV*: Captain, Simms is in trouble he just missed a step and fell there is a sheer rock face here he looks badly injured and is not responding to me
 
XO PJ Harker:
::It looks pretty well covered, so she carefully makes her way down...::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::takes aim and shoots off a branch just below the XO on the tree... laughs::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Yes
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Drops the last few feet landing on the FCO::
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO:oops..::Gets up not sorry at all..::

FCO Nick Shield:
Self: Blast!
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: I can give ye a better plan once we know what we're dealing with.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:; sees the XO land on the FCO and laughs ::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::brushes the dirt from his black jumpsuit::
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: We might have a problem one of the marines has fallen of a cliff it seems
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO/CEO:We're all set for coverage..::dusts herself off and puts her coat back on.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Alright...::Stands up and walks over to Bodine::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: He hurt?
 
CTO Boomer:
::Follows the CO::
 
CIV Bodine:
*Marine 5*: Can you get to him?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Shares a grin with the CEO and heads over to the CO::CO:We're all set for coverage Skip..
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: We have rope in the emergency locker, I can rig up a system and go down and get him, and you can haul us back up.
 
<Marine 5> *CIV*: No sir it is to late my scanner is no longer reading life signs from here, he is dead Captain
 
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Stops talking...Listening to the comm traffic..::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Looks at the CIV::CIV:I'm sorry...
 
CIV Bodine:
CO/*Marine*: That is unfortunate get back to the ship with your findings.
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: He is dead sir.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::sighs::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: Get rid of the body..
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: Should I call the rest of them back sir?
 
CTO Boomer:
CIV: As unfortunate as his death is, we can't leave an unsecured body lying around stinkin' up the place, it might be discovered. We need to destroy it or recover it.
 
CIV Bodine:
*Marine 5*: You will have to vaporize him then return can you do that?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::nods to Bodine as he reads his mind::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: heads over and puts more moss around also drags some of the underbrush over as well ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::, "curse them for making us like this we can't even deal properly with a lose of one our own, they've seen to that and will pay..."::She mutters to self.::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: I'll get me gear and go have a quiet look at the installations to try and develop a plan and a route in Boss. Might speed things up fer us later, eh?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Do it.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Um anyway we're set for coverage on the ship.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:Need backup?
 
<Marine 5> *CIV* But sir you want me to destroy his body ???
 
CTO Boomer:
::Heads back to the ship to get her camo suit and sniper rifle and other gear for a good recon::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::nods at Bodine:: CIV: Vaporize him..
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Go with her.
 
CIV Bodine:
*Marine 5*: If you can't reach him then yes you must.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO/CTO:That answers that.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::She goes up to the CO::CO:You gonna be ok?::she asks quietly::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: I'll live....another day atleast. ::smiles and takes her hand:: Let's keep them alive.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
Walks up to the CO, puts both of her dirty hands on both sides of his face, kisses him and pulls her hands away to see the dirty hand prints she left there and smiles :: CO: Did I mention that I really really hate dirt.
 

<Marine 5> ::kneels down on the edge of the cliff and takes his best shot at the Body of marine Simms from the cliff top on maximum setting::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::stands there dumbfounded looking at the CEO:: CEO: No.....you didn't.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: At least most of them..::She smiles sadly and squeezes his hand, letting go turns to CIV::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grins::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV: Brief your men better, if we lose people we lose people, but I'll not lose more to accidents, get me?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::pats her on the behind:: CEO: See if you can get power to our systems without being detected, at least some heat and air.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::tries to ignore the byplay between the co and ceo..::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Puts her gear on in her quarters quickly, having had lots of practice doing this over the years::
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: My men know their Job .. Commander ....
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
CO: Aye Sir. :: grins, winks and walks off ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::whistles to himself and walks over to the now green...mostly...ground:: FCO: Nick!
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Yeah?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Good job.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Is getting ready to go with the CTO as she talks.::CIV:I've lost people before, I've seen death and so have you, death to accidents is tragic and to be avoided can we agree on that?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Thank you sir!
 
Pete:
::wanders through the forest and happens around some of the soldiers, taken aback:: Marine: Who... who are you?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::starts picking up broken branches::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Let's finish this up shall we....
 
CTO Boomer:
::Comes back out fully camouflaged, wearing her recon pack and carrying her sniper rifle::
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: Our best effort is to try and do as much damage to the local infrastructure as possible before the Calvary arrives and I can tell you that chances are we will all most likely be dead before they even arrive .....
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye... ::helps the CO::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CIV:I don't doubt but I'll be damned if its because we fell off a cliff...::She hates to be harsh but there it is...::CIV:I am sorry you lost your man.::She says not unkindly and she turns to follow the CTO::
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: Surely yer not going like that?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Good flying up there. ::drags a branch over and places it over a patch of dirt::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:What? ::looks at her dark armor and pack..::
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: Ye need to camo up yer skin and blend in a bit more, get some local foliage if ye don't have a camo suit.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Hehehe. That's the good kind of flying ::grins::
 
CIV Bodine:
::Thinks: What the hell is wrong with her she does not think I am dealing with this well damn her .. ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::smiles at the kid::
 
Pete:
::shouts:: All: Spies in the forest!!!! Call the Sheriff, call the Alliance!!!!
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: goes to find the most heavily shielded part of the ship ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: How are you with field kits?
 
CIV Bodine:
*Marines*: Bring it on it lets see what you have collected the next phase is about to begin.
 
Pete:
::still shouting:: HELP!!!
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: What's a field kit?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: Well I already smell like I belong here...::Does a little of spiffing up.::CTO:There that should do it.::Glances at the CIV, knowing she didn't handle that well but is just tired of death and pointless deaths are the worst.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Field engineering and such?
 
Pete:
::pulls out a pocket communicator and starts trying to send a distress beacon::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Like, growing stuff?
 
Pete:
::running::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Hears the shouting, and brings up her sniper rifle to locate the source::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Spots the running figure and fires::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Like setting up a short range scanning field around the perimeter.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Oh. Yeah, easy.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: How inhabited is this area?...
 
Pete:
::is shot clean in the head and flies forward as his running motion continues his inertia forward without any further control::
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: More than I'd like at the moment...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Great, let's get on that next...we need to sleep easy. We can't use the ship's sensors...we'd be located.
 
ACTION: Pete's head hits a tree and his skull cracks::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: I wonder of tinkerbell can mask energy signs, we need some kind of cloaking device...
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